[Prognosis comparison in middle and later stage severe hepatitis B patients treat with plasma exchange or unified medicine therapy].
To observe the influence on the prognosis of the patients with severe hepatitis B in middle and later stage treated with plasma exchange or unified medicine therapy, and search the therapy methods on the middle and later stage severe hepatitis B. To observe the liver function, complications and prognosis of the patients treated with plasma exchange on the basis of unified medicine therapy. To compare with that of the corresponding period patients with unified medicine therapy and analysis the clinical data with statistics methods. 36 cases of the plasma exchange group, 18 cases survived and 18 cases died. 32 cases of the unified medicine therapy group, 13 cases survived and 19 cases died. The survival rates between the two groups patients does not appear statistics difference;liver function index (ALT, AST, SB, ALB, TC, ChE) and PT also appear the same results in statistics. Compare with unified medicine therapy, plasma exchange on the basis of the unified medicine therapy does not appear to improve survival rate of the patients with the middle and later stage severe hepatitis B. The prognosis of these patients determined by the liver failure extent itself.